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:j William M. Hermelin
Assistant Treasurer '
American Pharmaceutical Association

Political Action Committee
2215 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037-2985

Dear Mr. Hermelin:

This responds to your letters dated June 6 and July 14,

1994, requesting an advisory opinion on behalf of the

American Pharmaceutical Association Political Action

Committee ("APhA-PAC") concerning the application of the

Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("the

Act"), and Commission regulations to the circulation of a

combined dues invoice and solicitation.

The American Pharmaceutical Association ("APhA") is a

membership association for pharmacists. Each year, its

30,000 members receive APhA's standard dues renewal invoice.

APhA-PAC would like to include a solicitation for voluntary

contributions on the dues renewal invoice. You state that

the solicitation would include a suggested contribution

amount of $25.

You explain that less than 1,000 (or less than three

percent) of the 30,000 members to be solicited are considered

as unsolicitable under the Commission's definition of

"member."-/ The solicitation would include a statement which

I/ See 11 CFR 100.8(b)(4)(iv)(B) and (C) and 114.1(e)(2)
and (3). These members pay the same amount of dues and enjoy
the same benefits as the solicitable members. You state that
the non-solicitable members "have limited voting rights" but
do not have the right "to vote for the highest governing body
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would clearly note that contributions cannot be solicited of

those persons who are outside of the restricted class and

any contributions received from unsolicitable persons will be

returned. Furthermore, the suggested $25 contribution amount

would not appear on invoices that are prepared for the

unsolicitable members. You ask the Commission to approve the

inclusion of the solicitation on the dues renewal notice that

will be received by some unsolicitable members.

To further clarify your request, you have sent a

blank standard membership invoice, a membership invoice to be

sent to a solicitable member (APhA Active Nember) and a

non-solicitable member (APhA Associate Nember) [copies

attached]. The blank invoice provides spaces for typing in

the member name and address, invoice date, member ID number,

renewal period, invoice number, the class of member,

"optional contributions" to the PAC, journals to be received

by the member, and method of payment (with total). There are

blank spaces for dollar amounts in the last four categories.

The space for "optional contributions" shows the

name of the PAC and states as follows:

Contributions to APhA-PAC are optional and are not
a requirement of APhA membership. Contributions
between $50 and $200 must be accompanied by name
and address; contributions in excess of $200
aggregate in a calendar year must be reported with

(Footnote 1 continued from previous page)
of [AphA]." The Commission assumes that such members do not
have the right to vote for any person with full participatory
and voting rights on the highest governing body and do not
have the right to vote for those who select at least one such
person. 11 CFR 100.8(b)(4)(iv)(B)(2) and 114.l(e)<2)(ii).
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name, mailing address, occupation and name of
employer. Federal election law prohibits APhA-PAC
from soliciting contributions from persons outside
the restricted class (APhA active members). .Any
contributions received from outside the restricted
class will be returned.

All 30,000 members receive the above-described standard

invoice form; the blanks are filled in by a computer program

with specific information and dollar amounts related to the

individual receiving the invoice. The computer retrieves

this information from the individual member's record. The

forms you have enclosed for the solicitable members and

non-solicitable members have these spaces filled in. Next to

the above-quoted solicitation language (with the caveat for

non-solicitable members), the computer has filled in a $25

figure on the invoice to be sent to the solicitable member

and a $0 figure for the invoice to be sent to the

non-solicitable member.

You state that n[b]ecause the 1,000 unsolicitable

members pay the same amount in dues and receive the same

benefits (except for voting for the highest governing office)

as our solicitable members, it is easier, more convenient and

most of all, more cost efficient for the Association to use

the same invoice form for all 30,000."

As an exception to the general prohibition on

contributions by corporations and labor organizations, the

Act and Commission regulations permit those organizations,

and their separate segregated funds, to solicit voluntary

contributions to those funds at any time from their.
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restricted class. 2 U.S.C. $441b(b)(4); 11 CFR 114.5, 114.7,

and 114.8. The restricted class of an incorporated

membership organization consists of its members and executive

and administrative personnel, and the families of those

persons. 2 U.S.C. $441b(b)(4)(C) and (A); 11 CFR 114.7(a).

The Commission has, under limited circumstances,

permitted contribution solicitations to be sent outside the

solicitable class under certain conditions. The percentage

of the recipients outside the class should be relatively

small, i.e., "de minimis." Furthermore, the solicitation

should clearly inform the solicitee that donations from those

outside the class will not be accepted and that such

donations will be returned. In addition, the Commission

granted its permission on the basis that the contributions

received would be screened and the returns would occur.

Advisory Opinions 1981-7 and 1978-97. See Advisory Opinion

1980-139.

In determining what percentage of solicitation outside

the class was considered sufficiently small, the Commission

has concluded that, even with the above precautions taken, a

contribution solicitation in a magazine, with 10-20 percent

circulation (total circulation equaled 75,000) outside the

solicitable class, was too high to be permissible. Advisory

Opinion 1980-139. In addition, the Commission concluded that

a labor union taking the same precautions could not include a

solicitation in its magazine circulated to a readership that

included 15 percent (8,000 persons) of solicitees' outside the
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class. Advisory Opinion 1979-50. In contrast, the

Commission, permitted similar labor organization

solicitations to a group of 1,000 solicitees outside the

class or three percent of those solicited. Advisory Opinion

1978-97. See also Advisory Opinion 1981-7 (.16 percent of

total solicitees or 3,217 outside the class).

The language of the solicitation states clearly that

APhA-PAC plans to return contributions from those outside the

class, and the Commission assumes your intention to screen

and return such contributions. In addition, only three

percent of those receiving the solicitation are

unsolici table. The Commission notes that the situations in

which it has allowed de minimis outside-the-class

solicitations have principally involved advertisements or

articles in an organization's periodicals. Advisory

Opinions 1981-7 and 1978-97. See Advisory Opinions 1982-58,

1980-139, 1979-50, and 1979-15 (involving solicitations in

periodicals to an unacceptable percentage outside the class).

In the situation presented by you, however, the printing of

separate dues invoices without a PAC solicitation is

impracticable and unduly cumbersome in the same respects as

presented by the distribution of periodicals without the

solicitations. In view of the precautions taken and the

minimal size of the group outside the solicitable class, the

situation here merits the same result as in the cited

opinions allowing PAC solicitations in periodicals.

Based on the foregoing, the Commission concludes that
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4 •i AphA-PAC may send the proposed dues invoice forms to all

30,000 persons under the conditions set out.
6 ! This response constitutes an advisory opinion concerning
7 application of the Act, or regulations prescribed by the

Commission, to the specific transaction or activity set forth

in your request. See 2 U.S.C. $437f.

10 For the Commission,

11

Trevor Potter
Chairman

13

14 Enclosure (AOs 1982-58, 1981-7, 1980-139, 1979-50, 1979-15,
and 1978-97)
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